1 Introduction

You are currently reading the photo policy of the International Student Association Cosmos (hereinafter referred to as: Cosmos). Cosmos is an association which aims at creating and maintaining a community for both international and Dutch students at the Eindhoven University of Technology. In doing this, the association organizes many activities for its members.

These activities may have a photographer. By joining an event, you default to agreeing to usage of these photos as detailed in Section 2. Other options which may take further action are detailed in Section 3.

2 Usage of Photos

Photos may be used for the sake of publicity, i.e. as promotion for events, or more generally promoting the association. This may take the form of both physical and digital media.

Photos of an event will be uploaded as a photo album to the website. These photo albums are only accessible by logged-in users, i.e. members of Cosmos.

3 Your Rights

You have the right to ask for the removal of pictures containing you. Furthermore, you have the right to ask for pictures to not be taken of you; in case this is deemed impractical for the photographer, this may include a meeting to approve or deny the pictures taken at an event before they are stored for (future) usage.

In both of these cases, please contact the Internal Affairs Officer of Cosmos via: internal.cosmos@tue.nl